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INTRODUCTION
• The detection of circulating tumour DNA in plasma is a novel approach for detecting and monitoring cancer in a patient.
• Current methodology involves scans (ultrasound, CT, MRI) to locate the position and size of the tumour/s and then a tissue biopsy to determine the causal
• The promise of a liquid biopsy enables the causal mutation/s to be determined by
taking a blood (or other bodily fluid) sample, which is less invasive than a tissue
biopsy and also allows the detection of mutations associated with metastasis
when a scan may not be able to visualise metastatic tumours elsewhere in the
body.
• Currently available circulating tumour DNA reference materials provide a
comprehensive repertoire of mutations involved in cancer, but most are in a
synthetic matrix and the target DNA has been sheared to be a median size of
approximately 166bp; moreover they are not typically suitable for in vitro
diagnostic use. The National Institute for Biological Standards and Control
(NIBSC, UK) has endorsement from the World Health Organisation to produce
International Standards which are intended to have strong commutability with
clinical samples, and moreover will enable the global harmonisation of diagnostic
ctDNA quantification via the calibration of other reference materials, kits and
assays.
• An initial pilot study has indicated strong stability and recovery of freeze-dried Fig 1: Stability of spiked oligos of 1000bp after two years stored at 37°C in freeze-dried plasma.
Fragmented size collected by D1000 DNA Screen Tape assay.

PILOT STUDY II
• The candidate ctDNA standards will be generated in-house using cell lines
(established using CRISPR ) with EGFR variants (p.T790M, p.L858R and exon
19 deletions), with complementary development of genomic DNA WHO
International Standards, to aid the harmonisation of measurement in the
transition from solid to liquid biopsy in the clinic.
• Current studies are focussed on DNA and chromatin fragments derived from
cultured cell lines to mimic the distribution of ctDNA sizes in the patient.
• The candidate ctDNA standards will be filled and freeze-dried and set up for
stability monitoring studies (37⁰C, -20⁰C and -150⁰C) at 6 time points (0, 2
weeks, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 1 year) along with real patient samples
and materials from different commercial ctDNA reference materials providers.
• The candidate ctDNA standards will be characterised using QuBIT, Tapestation,
droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) and next-generation sequencing (NGS).

FURTHER WORK
• Selection of ctDNA mimic best format.
• ctDNA mimic bulk production, filling and freeze-drying.
• Perform an international collaborative study comprising of different diagnostic
genotyping techniques including whole genome sequencing.

INVITATION TO SHAPE FUTURE WHO-IS for
ctDNA
The establishment of a WHO International Standard is in no small part due to the
significant efforts of the many laboratories who participate in the international
collaborative studies.
We would like to thank all the laboratories that continuously contribute to these
important standardisation efforts, Fiona Thomson’ team for the donation of patients’
samples and the commercial reference materials providers (Thermofisher/
Accrometrix, AccuRef, Seracare and Anchor Medical)

for the donation of their

materials.
We would kindly invite you to contact Malcolm.Hawkins@nibsc.org or leave your
business card below should you wish to directly contribute to our ctDNA
Fig 2: Project workflow and timelines.

